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Professional Experience 
 
2K Marin 	 	                                                                                        Novato, CA	  
     Audio Director 	 	 	    2008-2013  

- Supervised an in-house audio team of  four audio designers 
- Built the 2K Marin audio department from scratch including all hiring and equipment purchasing  
- Coordinated with Directors Group on overall studio structure, goals, and procedures 
The Bureau: Xcom Declassified   
-       Supervised music design and conception with external composer and handled all music implementation 
-	  Researched and Presented casting choices to Development Director  
-	  Directed VO Talent and Supervised VO sessions, both in-studio and remotely  
-	  Coordinated with Localization team on schedules and asset deliveries.  
-       Worked with Audio Programmers on tech solutions for all the various departmental and project needs 
-       Hired and directed external contractors on the creation of  additional audio assets 
-       Designed and implemented systemic, cinematic, and level sound effects 

       Bioshock 2 and DLC packs 
- Developed the overall audio design for Bioshock 2  
- Supervised music conception with external composer and handled all music implementation 
- 	   Researched and Presented casting choices to Development Director  
-	   Directed VO Talent and Supervised VO sessions, both in-studio and remotely 
-	  Coordinated with Localization team on schedules and asset deliveries. 
- Hired and directed external contractors on the creation of  additional audio assets 

       -        Designed and implemented systemic, cinematic, and level sound effects 
       -        Supervised audio production of  Bioshock 2 Multiplayer audio by the Digital Extremes audio team !
Electronic Arts Chicago 	 	                                                                                        Chicago, IL	  
     Audio Lead	 	 	 	      2007 

- Supervised a team of  four artists and two programmers 
     Untitled 360/PS3 Marvel Fighter	 	   

- Responsible for the quality and implementation of  all audio assets 
- Developed overall audio design for the project in conjunction with Lead and Audio Producer 
- Coordinated with Dialogue Lead on casting and directing the vocal talent 
- Organized and Directed group VO sessions  
- Directed outside contractors on the creation of  additional audio assets 
- Designed and implemented character and level sound effects !

    Soundelux	 	 	 Hollywood, CA 
     Sound Editor/Designer	 	                                                                                       2001-2006 

- Created and edited sound fx and dialogue for over 30 films and for 5 games 
- Notable Games – Onimusha: Dawn of  Dreams, Lost Planet: Extreme Condition 
- Notable Films – Mission Impossible III, The Last Samurai, The Day After Tomorrow, The Italian Job 

    
   Digital Sound & Picture	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	                Los Angeles, CA 
    Sound Editor/Designer	 	                                                                                       1998-2001 

- Created and edited sound fx and dialogue for over 10 films and for 4 broadcast television series 
- Notable Films – Legally Blonde, Bring It On, Life as a House 
- Notable Television – Xena: Warrior Princess, Hercules: The Legendary Journeys 

    
    EFX Sound	 	                                                                    Burbank, CA 
     Sound Editor/Designer		 	                                                                     1996-1999 

- Created and edited sound fx and dialogue for over 10 films and for 3 broadcast television series 
- Notable Films – Blade, Everest, Mortal Kombat: Annihilation !

A full list of  credits can be found at my entry at IMDB.com
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